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INTERVIEWS
Every month we scour the planet to find the best artists. We bring you their stories and we showcase their work. 
In this month’s issue...

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
Images must be high resolution (300) and sized at 100mm by 150mm.  

Email your photos to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk or send them on a disc to 

Gallery, Total Tattoo, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU. UK

The disc needs to be labelled with the artist & studio name.

COMPETITION TERMS ANd CONdITIONS
All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date. Entries received after the closing date will not be considered.  The editor’s decision is final.

Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address. Winners of convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and

accommodation unless stated otherwise. Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in transit – though of course we will try to help if we can.
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In
my house there is only one true test

that confirms that winter has

released its grip. That’s when you can

walk barefoot onto the tiled kitchen floor

without it feeling as if you’ve just stepped

onto a frozen lake. We haven’t quite reached that point yet, but there is

no doubt about it: spring is winning the seasonal struggle.

Back when I first started getting tattooed, another sure sign of spring

was the sudden increase in trade at the shop where I used to hang out.

Tattooing hasn’t always been a year-round way of making a living. It

seems hard to believe now, but not so many years ago tattooists had to

have another trade to fall back on during the winter months. They had

to wait for the summer to come round before they brought their

precious machines out of hibernation.

In the last twenty years everything has changed. The days of local shops

for a local clientele appear to be numbered, swept aside by the new

wave of online tattoo fans. The shop window is now the Internet. That’s

where the new generation of tattoo artists make their names, and

where the new generation of tattoo collectors find their artists.

Tattooing has become an industry driven by social media, the modern

day equivalent of word-of-mouth: not only can you get a

recommendation from a friend, but you also get a link to follow and

you can be looking at an artist’s work in seconds.

If it all sounds too good to be true, then perhaps it is. The problem is

it’s an uncensored feed, with no quality control. That's where we fit in;

we are a filter; constantly searching for brilliant artists or studios who

we are excited about. It's a privileged position to be in, and one that we

work hard to maintain. It's a service that the internet just can't supply,

and thankfully one that is still valued by you, the reader.

The online revolution has happened very quickly and, as sure as one

season gives way to another, it will change again at some point. All

bubbles have to burst. Those who have studied and learnt their craft

will continue to grow; those who have jumped on the gravy train will

soon find another gravy train to jump onto.

Until next month...

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Change is hard because people overestimate the value

of what they have—and underestimate the value of what

they may gain by giving that up."” 
- Criss Jami

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 

01787 242100
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL

FLASH BACK
A collection of flash from 1998-2011 
compiled by Phil Kyle 
Published by Gentleman’s Tattoo Flash

Available from www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk

Price £50.00

94 pages Ringbound A4

If you want to take a stroll through the wonderfully twisted mind

of Phil Kyle this is the book for you. The book spans 13 years in

total, and demonstrates why Phil has had such an influence over

traditional tattoo and its development in the UK. This dark and

humorous ‘Flash back’ is a romp through what has been without

question the biggest growth period tattooing has ever seen, and

demonstrates why Phil Kyle’s talents are still very much in

demand.

Circus of Horrors -
Northampton Tattoo Show
Just to make last month’s competition for the Northampton
International Tattoo Convention even more appealing, we’ve
now heard that Doc Haze and The Circus of Horrors will be
performing at the show. So get yourself down to Northampton
Saints rugby ground, 7th-8th June. It’s going to be a good one... 

Jurassic
Coast
Convention
News
News has reached us about the third Jurassic

Coast Tattoo Convention. It’s moving venue for

2014, and is now taking place in the centre of

the beautiful seaside town of Bournemouth

Dorset in the Premier Inn on Westover road,

from the 7-9th of November (yes that’s three

days). By all accounts the venue is stunning, with

the convention room having an amazing view of

the pier. When we hear more we’ll be sure to

pass it on...
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WIN A DINOSAUR TATTOO
Everybody loves a good dinosaur, and our friends at Beadesaurus are no exception.

In fact they are so keen on our Jurassic friends they have adopted one as their new logo,

designed by Nick Baldwin from Bold as Brass Tattoo in Liverpool. So chuffed are they

with it they wish to share the dino love.

They are offering one lucky reader

the chance to get their own personal

Cretaceous pal designed and

tattooed upon them by Mr. Baldwin.

The Tattoo can be up to A5 in size,

and the winner will get to keep the

original signed artwork to boot. All

you need to do is head to the

Beadesaurus Facebook page

www.facebook.com/beadesaurus

and all will be revealed. Then you’ll

be in with a chance of getting some

prehistoric ink on yourself.

Black Rabbit Tattoo Collective
is looking for a new artist to join our friendly team. We’re a custom tattoo and piercing studio situated near Reading with great

travel links to London.  Minimum of two years’ experience and a strong portfolio required. To view our current work please visit

www.facebook.com/blackrabbittattoocollective.

Please direct all applications and enquiries to blackrabbitcollective@live.com.

Pay Attention at
the Back!

This is the new postal address to
send all correspondence to. Thank
you for your co-operation.

Total Tattoo Magazine
111 Furze Road

Thorpe St Andrew
Norwich
NR7 0AU



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to
enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Eric Dressen - Speed Freaks Video Part

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mW6uTjyhbm0
Keelan Phillips -  Bicycle Ballet

https://vimeo.com/38113166

Colin Dale – Trailer (Read the blurb)

https://vimeo.com/90146890
Stop Frame Animation Using Real Tattoos

https://vimeo.com/89442565
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BOOK REVIEW

Monmon Cats
By Kazuaki Horitomo Kitamura

Published by State of Grace

Available from www.gentlemansflash.co.uk

Price £20

118 pages, Hardcover

I fell in love with this beautiful little publication almost
instantly. Horitomo’s paintings of cats with Japanese
tattoo designs upon them are simply perfect. The
concept is executed exquisitely, and everything just
works with a visual harmony that is so very easy on
the eye. There is also a little information about each
design and its meaning, which is interesting and
informative. At just £20 it’s a must for all those who
love the culture of Japan and the artwork it has
inspired... Amazing.

Appentice wanted
for tattoo studio in Alresford, near

Colchester, in Essex. No time wasters

or wannabes. Must have good customer

skills and a strong portfolio of work.

Please contact Laura on 01206 824438

or email happytats@hotmail.co.uk if

interested. 



FILM REVIEW

Lucky 
Directed by Laura Checkoway

Shot over five years on the streets of New York City, director Laura

Checkoway’s Lucky is an intimate and stark observational

documentary about Lucky Torres: a homeless mother masked in

tattoos, living and trying to survive on the streets of New York. This

fearlessly honest survival story delves deep into the fringes of

society to reveal a life etched in wounds, longing resilience and

dreams. Harrowing tales of life in the American welfare system are

woven together with moments that promise stability such as new

relationships and the feeling of hope that accompanies annual trips

to New York Pride.

There are only two screenings planned for the UK at the moment.

Both in London and the details are below. As we find out more

about the further distribution of the film we will let you know.

Wednesday 10th April, Curzon Soho, 6.45pm

www.curzoncinemas.com/events/details/2111/uk-

premiere-lucky-qa-with-director-laura-checkoway/

Tuesday 15th April, Lexi Cinema, 6.45pm 

www.thelexicinema.co.uk/ 

Free male grooming products up for grabs

To beard or not to beard?
It’s a problem that young men are faced with today, you
want to be dapper but your facial fro has other ideas.

Tally ho!... Galloping to the rescue comes Apothecary87, who are in the
business of purveying ‘Grooming Products for Real Men’. These chaps
have got the wax; there is no doubt about it. But if you want to try before
you buy, well that’s where we can help. We have a bottle of ‘Milly’s
Vanilla & Mango Beard Oil’, and a bottle of ‘The Rather Alluring Beard
Oil’ to give away. With either one of these little gems you can truly
become one with your imperial Fuzz. Just let us know that you need help
with your hair (facial, that is!), and why. Answers to the usual email
(comps@totaltattoo.co.uk) using the Subject line ‘Beard’. All entries must
be sent by June 5th. The usual terms and conditions apply (see page 5.) To
find out more about the products and the company visit their website at
www.apothecary87.co.uk

The Sharpe Practice
is a large established studio

based in Salisbury city centre and

is looking for an experienced

artist to join their dedicated

team of six artists. Full time, part

time or regular guest spots will

be considered for the right

applicant. If you’re interested

contact them on

07806783854.
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Words: James Sandercock 

Pictures: Jerome Loughran 

and Eric Dressen

E
ric Dressen is skateboarding royalty:

period. His, “hit it fast, hit it hard” style, mixed

with his constant desire to innovate has made him the stuff

of legend. In the late eighties and early nineties he pioneered

street skating, and raged on the competition scene. Sitting with

my friends I remember devouring any VHS video footage we could

get of him. Eric’s part in Santa Cruz’s 1989 release “Speed Freaks”

blew our minds. His world of sundrenched California seemed like a

million miles away from our soggy UK skate spots, but we were

always super stoked to hit them anyway after we had watched Eric

skate.

In the early nineties Eric was at the top of his game, but there is only so much a body can

take and he blew out his knee… bad. It seemed like the dream was over and he wondered if

he would ever skate again. I think it’s fair to say that some troubled years followed. The Vice

documentary on him is a fantastic window into his rise, and fall and rise again. 

Fast forward to 2013, and an email arrived in my inbox from Fil at Broad Street Studio in

Bath: “Do you want to come over and hang out with Eric Dressen and interview him?” In an

instant I was transported back in time… Eric Dressen... Are you kidding? I’m going to meet

Eric Dressen... I knew Eric was now tattooing but for some strange reason I just thought that

our paths would never cross.

After I had calmed down a bit and got back to reality and practicality the arrangements were

made. A week later I found myself heading over to Bath to meet Eric, and hopefully to sit

down and have a chat with him. The sun was shining, and so after he had completed his first

tattoo of the day we found a shady spot outside and started to chat. After I had spluttered

out how he was my hero and everything, I quizzed him about just how the transition from

Pro Skater to Tattoo artist had taken place.
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“I got inspired to get tattooed by Jason Jessee

[a fellow Pro Skater]; he was the first heavily

tattooed guy that I knew. At the time I didn’t

even understand how a tattoo could stay in

the skin. When we were in Amsterdam we

went into Hanky Panky; it was the

first tattoo studio I have ever been

in. From that day onwards I

wanted to get tattooed.” When he

got home he ended up getting a

couple of tattoos. That was in the

early nineties, but it wasn’t until

the late nineties that he really

ended up getting hooked “I went

on a real bender getting tattooed

every week, spending all my days at

the tattoo shop just hanging out.

To me it was just like hanging out

in the skate shop when I was a

kid… Just a little more adult.” One

day he just started helping the

customers and it rolled from

there. “The next moment I was

setting up sterilising and making

needles. I just worked my way up

from the bottom.”
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Eric didn’t really draw, which was a slight problem for a

potential Tattooist, but he had always had input on his

board graphics and layouts. Along with studying flash he

started to put things together. Eventually he started to

learn “the tricks of the trade” as he puts it. “It was kind

of like skateboarding: when I was learning that I would

watch Jay Adams and imitate him. With tattooing I would

watch and copy too. I didn’t really take it too seriously at

first - I used to like to party a lot - but once I stopped

doing that, I really got my head down and worked at

becoming good at tattooing. It took me a little longer

than most… I wanted to get really good before I

worked on the floor.  I think that when you get tattooed

you should be stoked; I didn’t want to practice on

random customers.” 

Eric has been tattooing full time now since around 2002,

and a couple of years ago he started to work with

Norm at Will Rise which has literally accelerated things.

“I’ve got better at drawing and I’m tattooing faster.

Before I was way slow, and I’m more efficient when I

work now.” The shop is also on Fairfax in LA next to

Supreme [a very cool skate shop] and Diamond where

all the skaters hang out so it feels like a natural home

for Eric, and he’s back in the mix: “I feel like I’m in the

middle of things now and I’m tattooing way more.”
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We all know how consuming tattooing can be,

and I wondered if he had found a balance

between his two loves. “I guess when I started

tattooing it took away from skating because I

was in tattoo shops for ten hours a day, six or

seven days a week, but now I kind of make my

own schedule. I can go and skate then tattoo,

but to me it’s almost the same thing. Either

you’re hanging out at the skate park with your

buddies or maybe the pool, or you’re hanging

at the tattoo shop. I get a lot of older guys

coming in from all over. I mainly tattoo

skateboarders with old school skate logos; I

don’t really like to tattoo random walk-ins. I’ve

ended up making dear friends in the same way

I have through years of skateboarding. I don’t

really look at them as customers; it’s hard to

charge people money because they’re all super

nice. I don’t really make any money tattooing.

I’ve been hanging out with skateboarders since

I was eight years old and they are the same all

over the world. Even if I have only just met

them it’s like I’ve known them for years.” 
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Eric is certainly not on any type of gravy train but his

humble way of being has earned him massive respect

and many friends wherever he goes. In the last year or

so his travels in Japan have been a real inspiration. “It’s

been one of the best things that have ever happened

to me. My friend Tenaka set up this little tour for me. I

was super scared; I didn’t know what kind of reaction

I would get, or if I would tattoo at all. I ended being

really busy and everybody was so nice. I just fell in

love with Japan. The only other place I wanted to

tattoo was England.”

With the passing of time travelling has become

something really important to Eric, and both skating

and tattooing have fitted into that perfectly. “I never

thought I was going to get old, but some pretty knarly

injuries have started to catch up with me now. I

thought I would be able to rip for the rest of my life,

but now on the inside I still want to charge but my

knees won’t let me. One of the things I like about

travelling is that I can just take my cruiser board and

skate all over wherever I’m at.  It’s like an adventure;

it’s fresh and new. I’ve kind of rediscovered

skateboarding. It so different from going to the skate

park and having to be super good at it; after all these

years it’s hard to keep that motivation.” 
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It certainly seems that Eric is in a really good

place at the moment, but it hasn’t always been

that way: “I never imagined things would be

this good. I thought it was all downhill at the

age of 26 with my knee injury and stuff, but the

last couple years have been like a dream come

true. I think this is the best time of my life. I

thought at the time that the early nineties

when I was doing demos and winning contests

was, but this is actually better. I get to enjoy

things more, and put less pressure on myself. I

love coming to England. I first came here in ‘87

to Bristol [I was at the skate park that day-

James] and it was a big deal for me. All the

bands and the music I loved came from here;

my whole life has been influenced by this

country.” 

In terms of what Eric tattoos, he has a simple

and traditional approach. “I grew up watching

all the old school shows when I was a kid, like

Little Rascals and Laurel and Hardy. That was

the style that appealed to me: the 1940s and

50s. All the old guys with just one tattoo on

their forearms: they are the coolest. I’m stoked

seeing all the old English dudes with that,

because to me it’s the coolest shit there is. I

want to laser of all my tattoos on my arm and

just have two, right on my forearms. That was

dangerous and scary back then; Tattoos had

some serious shock value. Now even face

tattoos are a dime a dozen. Old blown out

tattoos... I love that shit.” 
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He has also been asked to submit artwork for

various exhibitions, which is something that

has taken him by surprise and contributed to

how good he feels currently. “I think it’s kind

of funny that people think of me as an artist

now.  I’ve been in some pretty big shows with

artists I can’t believe I’m exhibiting with. I’ve

also been doing a lot of graphics and t-shirt

designs for companies. I have a lot of

opportunities to do stuff right now, but I’m

scared to do some of it: I don’t think I’m good

enough, and I’m also the great procrastinator. I

always had friends who were either super

good artists or super bad and funny when I

was growing up. I never really figured I’d

become an artist, but I seem to have figured it

out, in my own particular style... kind of.”  

As we strolled back to the shop we chatted a

little more about this and that, then I had to

head back to Bristol. I had enjoyed meeting

Eric so much; his super laid back humble

attitude made him a pleasure to spend time

with. It’s great when you meet someone you

have admired for so many years and they are

nicer than you ever could have imagined. I

certainly hope it’s not another 27 years before

our paths cross again.
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A
s the plane banked for its final descent, heading towards
the sprawling mass that is Charles De Gaulle airport,
the illuminated Eiffel Tower came into view causing an

instant stir through the cabin. I was obviously not the only
passenger to be excited about spending the weekend in the
French capital, although it has to be said I was probably at least
35 years older than most of the others. I was off to The
Mondial Du Tatouage, and they were heading for Euro Disney.
It was Tin Tin versus Mickey Mouse… game on.

Finally the Plane touched down and I was able to contact TTM’s art director Perry. He had set off

by land in the urban assault vehicle early that morning, loaded down with stock and the usual

paraphernalia we bring along to conventions. Surely he would have arrived by now, set up the

stall, found the accommodation and been to a local Supermarché to purchase some healthy,

wholesome snacks: AKA cold beer and crisps.

As it happened, that’s not quite how things had worked out. All had gone smoothly until Perry

arrived in Gay Paree itself. Then it all went horribly wrong. He had been trussed up like a kipper

by his not so trusty GPS. He entered the city limits at 16.00 hours and eventually arrived at the

apartment at 21.00! If you have ever driven in Paris you know that this could have killed a mere

mortal. When I arrived an hour later he was still smiling…outstanding.

MONDIAL
DU TATOUAGE

Words James Sandercock • Pictures James Sandercock and Perry Rule 

The next morning was a beauty. Under blue

skies we jumped into the Bus to head to the

show early allowing us plenty of time to set

the stall up. As we made our way through the

urban chaos the world just seemed kind of

right. There had been such a sense of

anticipation about this show and the new

venue; it felt great to finally be on the home

straight. Even though we had looked at the

Grand Hall online I don’t think anything could

have fully prepared us for seeing it in all its

industrial glory.

1.

2. 3.

4.

5.

1. the queue outside the great hall

2. early morning inside the hall

3. by elio martin (canada)

4. by filip leu, the leu family iron

switzerland
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Built between 1865 and 1867 The Grande

halle de la Villette was originally a slaughter

house, and had the rather appropriate name

“Grande Halle aux Boeufs”; which translates

as the "Great Hall of Cattle". The Villette’s

complex earned the nickname “The City of

Blood” by local butchers at the time, and

more than a few cows met their maker there

over the years it operated. But the vegetarians

among you will be pleased to know that the

meat trade stopped trading there back in the

1970’s and the grand hall has been renovated

a couple of times since then. It now stands as

a massively impressive monument to the

construction techniques of that period, with

an astonishing 20,000 square metres of cast

Iron and Glass. It’s vision in monster Meccano

and an awesome space to behold. As we

walked in on that Friday morning with the sun

streaming through the window it simply took

our breath away. The irony was not lost on me

that once again this grand old gentleman of

Paris would be seeing blood flow, albeit mixed

with ink this time, and for one moment I could

have sworn I heard a ghostly moo…

When it stood empty the hall was hugely

impressive, but when it was full it was

absolutely awesome; I for one have never seen

anything like it. There were Tattooists and

Tattoo collectors for as far as the eye could

see, and despite the fact that at times it was

cheek to cheek, nobody was stressing. After

the first day I began to understand why even

though the traffic was crazy in this fair city,

there was no road rage. 

5. 6.

7. 8.

9. 10.

11.

5. by mope, the belfort family (france)

6. by aaron bell, 

slave to the needle (usa)

7. by guil zekri, reinkarnation 

tattoo & piercing (italy)

8. sabine gaffron

9. the sailor jerry bar

10. by horihut (taiwan)

11. by fabien belveze tattoo (france)

12. by hefrem, hefrem tattoo (italy)

13. by keuns, utopian tattoo (france)

14. the stunning venue

15. by fred laverne, voodoo lab (france)

16. by sebastian, 

mansion tattoo (france)

17. by manu badu (france)
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12. 13.

14. 15.

16.

17.
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18. 19. 20.

21.

22.

23.

24. 25. 26.
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28.27.

31.30.

The show ran over three days, which

is essential for a beast like the

Mondial. Each day had a very different

energy and that’s hardly surprising. As

the 250 artists and everybody else

became more at home in the vast

space the vibe was bound to change.

Friday was all about just taking it in

and acclimatising. Saturday was

buzzing, things were in full swing, and

Sunday was a little more chilled. I have

no idea how many fantastic tattoos

were completed over the weekend,

but one thing is for sure: cling film sales

in the local supermarket were up.

During the daylight hours the show

really was all about tattooing, but

cometh the night cometh the bands.

The Grand Hall has an incredible

impressive permanent stage and sound

system, which was erected in 2007,

and over the weekend it was put to

good use. Friday night saw the

excellent (and trending) Sarah W

Peplum. On Saturday it was the turn of

Dog Eat Dog, The Burning Heads and

Ajeya. Each of these performances

stood as concerts in their own right;

they were shows within a show, 

and certainly not add-ons or

afterthoughts, but having said that, at no

point did they overpower the space,

which I’m sure, was much appreciated by

both the artists and collectors.

29.

32.

33.

18. by tony nilson, blue arms (norway)

19. the hands of leu

20. by sailor bit, 

ethno tattoo (switzerland)

21. by amar, dragon tattoo (germany)

22. by jelo, dark art tattoo (hungary)

23. the guys from east tattoo

24. by tofi, tattoo art project (poland)

25. by steve, old tattoo box (france)

26. by kevin, artramentum

27. by thomas gram

28. by east tattoo (taiwan)

29. by stoo, iron & ink (france)

30. mike rubendall, 

kings avenue (usa)

31. by jee sayalero, human fly (spain)

32. photography exhibition

33. by steph d, 

octopus tatouage (france)
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Last year’s Mondial Du Tatouage was

undoubtedly a great tattoo show, but this

year’s was something extra-special, and for me

it was all down to the location. Of course the

world-class artists assembled played a massive

part, and the fantastic weather certainly

helped too, but the space was second to none.

There was a genuine feeling that everybody

was as wowed as we were. As proceedings

wound down on the Sunday night and

thoughts of catching flights and channel

crossings pushed their way to the forefront of

our minds, we bid our neighbours a fond

farewell and all agreed that this had been a

very special weekend.  Roll on next year: it

can’t come fast enough, and although I thought

I would never utter these words… Vive la

France!

34. 35.

36. 37. 38.

39.

40.

41.
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42.

44.

45.

47.

46.

43.

34. by logan, barracuda tattoo (spain)

35. by jeff, la boucherie moderne (france)

36. by mikael de poissy (france)

37. by ball, bkk ink (thailand)

38. by macko, macko tattoo (italy)

39. show organiser tin tin, before the cameras

40. by steve moore, get moore tattoos (canada)

41. by zsolt zarkozi, dark art tattoo (hungary)

42. by kr8tor (malta) 

43. by dimitri hk (france)

44. one of the splendid bands, sarah p

45. decorated mannequin

46. by diago moraes, familia moraes tattoo (france)

47. by issa, tin-tin tatouages (france)
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48.

49.

50. 51.

52.

53.

54.

48. by zaboule oravacs

49. alex reinke, holy fox tattoo, horiyoshi family

50. phatt german, no regrets

51. alex peyrat studio, tattoo mania (canada)

52. big eats

53. maud dardeau, tin-tin tatouages (france)

54. owen williams, tattoo magic (canada)
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PORTFOLIO
Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UK

HANUMANTRA
MODERN BODY ART
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BRADLEY TOMPKINS
SWANSEA TATTOO COMPANY
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What happens when you mix American traditional tattooing with the
art of Fernando Botero, and pour an entire bottle of soju over it? 

You get Wan: a tattoo artist with an incurable addiction to camping,
wrestling and travels by scooter.

Where do you live and work?
I’m from Seoul, South Korea. I work at
Wild Rose Tattoo in Seoul.

How did you start tattooing?
I am totally addicted to travelling. In
2007 I rode across the USA on my
scooter; it took about a year. It was then
I realised that travelling is the most
important thing to me, but I needed the
money to keep it up. So I had to find a
job which allowed me to make money on
the road...

Tell me more about that first epic
experience; what kind of scooter
did you ride?
I rode a Honda Ruckus/Zoomer 50cc. I
would have liked to have a bigger
motorbike but didn’t have enough money
for insurance and the other stuff you
need for a big trip. In nine months I went
across thirty two states and traveled
30,000 kilometers. 

Even though I carried a tent, a sleeping
bag and never went to a restaurant, I

quickly spent all the money I’d saved.
Thank god, after a while the people that
were following my journey through my
website started to invite me to stay at
their houses. That was magical. I met so
many wonderful people, stayed in their
homes and hung out with them.

In Orlando, Florida, I stayed with a
tattoo artist. At that time I only had a few
tattoos but this guy saw my drawings and
recommended me to give it a try. When I
got back to Seoul I needed a job so I
decided to go for it. I bought my first
tattoo machine - a Micky Sharpz Hybrid -
and started practicing on my legs.

What was your next adventure?
In 2011 I rode across Australia for about
10 months, from Perth to Sydney. I
consider that my first travelling
experience as a tattooer. I had guest
spots in Perth, Melbourne and Sydney.
I flew into Perth where I worked for two
months at Primitive tattoo, then I bought
another 50cc, scooter, camping gear and
rode 10,000 kilometers from Perth to

Sydney. On the way I stopped in
Melbourne for 3 months and worked
at Eternal Instinct Tattoo. Once in
Sydney, I tattooed at Inner Vision
Tattoo for three months. 

That experience was incredibly
important to me. I learned a lot about
the art of tattooing and also further
developed my skills as a painter. I’m
very lucky to have had the
opportunity to work with such great
artists whilst there.

 
 

 
 

 
 



Are you planning to do another trip with your
scooter anytime soon?
I already have three scooters! One is in New York, one
in Sydney, and one’s here in Seoul. I’d love to have
one more in Europe. I just got a Vespa, maybe I should
start in Italy!

What do you miss most about your country
when you are travelling?
My girlfriend!

Who are your mentors and biggest influences
in the visual arts?
I love the work of Fernando Botero and Henri
Rousseau. As for tattooing, my mentor is certainly Min
Lee, one of the best traditional Japanese artists of
Korea. We’ve been friends for a long time and he was
the first person to tattoo me. After I got back to Seoul
from my USA trip he gave me some good advice about
tattooing and put me on the right path. I remember him
saying something like ‘Once you’re good enough, you
can go anywhere in the world with your two
machines!.’ We did a long trip to Costa Rica and
Colombia together in 2012.

Another one of my favorite tattoo artists is Chad
Koeplinger. He not only makes amazing tattoos but
he's also a great traveller. Looking at him I realised
that if you do great tattoos you can travel and make
friends all over the world!

Did you go to art school?
I didn’t go to art school, but I’ve always loved to draw, ever since I was
kid. I remember when I was ten, I used to make exact copies of
drawings from my favourite comic books; Dragon Ball, Slam Dunk, stuff
like that. Then I started to draw random stuff just for fun, and to tease
my friends and teachers. I was always busy drawing in school and only
took breaks to play soccer at recess 



The Jesus vs. Satan tattoos are
pretty fun! Are you religious?
Not really, but I like the idea of
respecting humans, animals and nature.
That should be the main idea of all
religions.

I’ve also done a few wrestling themed
tattoos. A customer asked for a drawing
of Jesus and Satan fighting. I decided to
draw that scene in very old school fight
pose. I thought the Cobra Twist would be
fun! After the first one, people kept
asking me for other classic wrestling
position tattoos. I’ve actually run out of
them. I guess I’ll have to watch some old
fights on YouTube.

Who are your favorite wrestlers?
Stone Cold Steve Austin!

How would you describe your
style?
Traditional with a bit of humour.

So how would you describe your
typical customer?
A traditional tattoo collector, who wants
something different or fun.

Is there anything that you would
like to tattoo but nobody has asked
for yet?
A few months ago I did this Bent Back
Quagmire flash. Basically, it’s a
traditional bent back skull (a naked
woman with her back bent so her body
looks like a skull), with the face of
Quagmire from Family Guy. I am waiting
for the right collector! Anyone?

Would you ever trust a tattooer
with no tattoos?
I don’t know if there are good tattooers
with no tattoos out there, but I think in
our job it is very important to understand
and deal with our customers’ pain.
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What do you like to do in Seoul
when you are not at work?
I drink and watch movies. I would watch
Lock, stock and Two Smoking Barrels on
a loop and drink soju forever. I really like
soju; it’s our traditional drink here in
Korea, and everybody drinks it, from our
president to homeless people.

How is the tattoo scene in South
Korea?
Tattooing in South Korea is still illegal.
The law here says that since it’s a matter
of needles and blood, only doctors can
make tattoos. For this reason tattoo shops
are more like private studios. In this way
the police leaves us alone. There are
some risks, like if I tattoo a kid under 18
and his parents decide to report me to
the cops I would have to pay a large fine
and receive a ban for one or two years.
Anyway I think tattooing in my country is
getting better all the time. There are a lot
good tattooers and the number of
collectors is growing.

Who are your favorite Korean
tattoo artists?
I would say Gong and O-ta, two guys
who work with me at Wild Rose Tattoo.
They both make awesome traditional
tattoos, so even if I am not in Seoul you
are safe in their hands.

Do you go to conventions? 
I love international conventions. It’s a
great way to hang out with friends from
all over the world and see how other
artists work. I would never miss the
Barcelona one! May be I’ll see you
there?

WAN
WILD ROSE TATTOO
SEOUL, NORTH KOREA

Website:
http://instagram.com/wan_tattooer#
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This month’s cover model is one focused lady with
her sights firmly fixed on success. Her  fascination

with death combined with her love for life makes a
curious cocktail but we wouldn’t have her any other
way.
So who is Eric Liyah Kane?
Aloha! I’m an alternative model from Poland,
now based in Southampton. I work for an
agency called Dark Arts, which is based in
London. I got into modelling a few years ago,
and so far it’s going really well. I enjoy what I
do and I like the people I work with; not one
shoot is ever the same. I chose alternative
modelling because it gives me an opportunity
to express myself and my ‘darker’ side. Not
that normal modelling is boring, but I enjoy
being a bit more edgy; it goes with my
personality sooo much better.

What hooked you into tattoos?
I think you either have the urge for it or not...
it’s that simple. I got my first tattoo when I
was 20. I remember being so freaking scared
of the pain. It sounds silly now; since then I’ve
had pretty much half of my body covered in
them. I just find it amazing how a piece of art
can be permanently ‘installed’ on your skin.
When you know some amazing artists like I
do, you can’t go wrong!

Is there anything else you’re hooked on?
I’m in love with vampires. I have a vampire
bite tattooed on my leg from Steve A. He’s an
unbelievable artist, unlike anybody I have ever
met before, and he’s got fangs like I do, so that
makes us fang family. I walked out of the
studio wanting to get my whole leg done!
Reverent Rudles who did my sleeve has
created something very different and unique,
and Alex Bowron did the amazing dotwork on
my neck. He is taking care of my next tattoo as
well. They have made my skin look better that
I could ever imagine and I’m so grateful to
them for that!

Have your tattoos been an advantage to
you?
I have been accepted into alternative modelling
agencies because of my tattoos, so I guess yes!
It’s becoming more and more acceptable to
have your body heavily tattooed. I don’t limit
myself to alternative shoots only. I work with
lots of photographers and designers.
Sometimes tattoos are just a plus. It’s nice to
know that people are being open-minded.

What is a perfect day for you?
I’m a geek when it comes to all that... A good
book, good music and my dog and I’m happy.

What are your dreams? 
Dreams are a funny thing ... I always used to
want to help Batman looking after the people
of Gotham, but strangely enough things have
changed, and I would love to run a funeral
parlour. For now that’s my plan, but you never
know what will pop into my mind tomorrow.
Stay tuned!!  

Who do you admire and why?
I admire anybody who has passion within them
for whatever they do. Somebody who has a
drive and is intelligent is a winner in my eyes.
In this industry I get to meet so many people,
and to be honest some of them are utterly
crazy and I love that. One of my favorite
photographers is Justyna Kloch. She’s just
something else; her work is absolutely
stunning, and she fills me with so many
creative ideas. I think it’s important to
surround yourself with people that are open,
and can stimulate your creativity!

What do you do outside of modelling?
I’m concentrating totally on modelling at
the moment; it’s a now or never kind of
thing!
What are your plans for the next 12
months?
Work, work, work... Lots of shoots, tattoos
and collaborations. I would love to work
with some other creative photographers
and models. I have a few shoots planned
for the few next months. One of them is
with Billy ‘Bilacous’ Scott and his
beautiful girlfriend Daisy. I’m really
looking forward to that one! I’m also
getting half of my back tattooed. It’s a big
project, and I can’t wait to get it started. I
also have a few fashion shows coming up
too. I had this amazing evil mermaid/alien
dress made for me and I cannot wait to
wear it. Let’s just hope I don’t fall down
while I walk! 

What would you say are your strengths
and weaknesses?
In terms of modelling, I guess my main
strength is my open mind. I can collaborate
and find ways to get projects done quite
quickly and sometimes you need that. It’s
hard sometimes to get on with everyone,
so I try to stay professional; you can’t be
friends with everybody. Don’t get me
wrong: most people I work with are super
cool and understanding. I think when you
have a bond with people you work with all
the best ideas come from there!

You all can follow Eric Lynn at:
www.facebook.com/ericliyah.kane.5
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JAPANESE

HEADS UP

SCRIPT

ROBOTS AND RODENTS

GALLERY
PLUS



japanese
billy hay, custom inc

wendy pham, conspiracy inc (germany)
mauro tamperi, skinwear (italy) 

dimitri hk (france)

valerie vargas, frith street tattoo



kenji shigehara, yz tattoo (japan)

mogi horishige, oni wakamarau (japan)

nick horn, 
good times tattoo

zi you, tattoo works (japan) 

dan arietti, 
black sails tattoo 

chris crooks,

white dragon 

tattoo



matt hart, inspirations

rodrigo souto, black garden

kenji shigehara, yz tattoo (japan)

slick nick, 25 to life (holland)



kanae, nine tails tattoo

gakkin harizanmai (japan)

dave koenig, courage custom tattoo (usa)

dave koenig, 

courage custom tattoo (usa)



heads up

boris, boris tattoo (hungary)

christian holdfast forrester, extreme needle tattoo

chris meighan, studio 52

michal suchanowski, michael da bear tattoo



chris 51, area 51 tattoo (usa) charles huurman, 

smiley dogg tattoo (ireland)

ivano natale, ink lounge

horiyoshi III (japan)

rob ridland, urban image tim pangburn, 

art machine (usa)

james mullin, lotus tattoo (usa)



marcin sonski, voodoo tattoo

(ireland)

nicklas wong, enter the dragon tattoo studio (denmark)

neil dransfield, oddfellows tattoo collective

stewart robson, frith street tattoo



domantas parvainis (russia)

wu shang, supreme tattoo (china)

rich smith, five magicssharuzen, monsters under your bed (germany) 



gao bin, lion king tattoo (taiwan)valerie vargas, frith street

jon peeler, shall adore

sadee johnston,

picture house tattoo

chris jones,

physical graffiti



rudy, black sheep

matt jordan, 

ship shape tattoo 

(new zealand)

sean herman, royal street tattoo (usa)

rose price, organic element



mister paterson, scratchline tattoo

filip, studio za tetoviranje (croatia)

ricardo pedro, modern body art

king street tattoo (germany)

dre botero, addinktion tattoos

jon peeler, shall adore

script

william jones, nebula tattoo



jeffrey zalesak, permanent impressions (usa)

charissa gregson, jolie rouge diel nordin, big street tattoo (sweden)

nico, noir tattoo (switzerland)

sam nuttall, handmade tattoo gallery



toni moore, 

imperial tattoo company

nate, frontline tattoo studio (australia)

ladislav hacel, alone in the dark ink

sneaky mitch, dock street tattoos



ronit pines, kipod tattoo (israel)

paul smith, marked for life

jim orie, light town tattoo (holland)

toni moore, 

imperial tattoo company



grimmy3d (russia)

dan sinnes, luxembourg electric avenue

(luxembourg)

robots & rodents

cree mccahill, old london road tattoos

mark ford, 

evil from the needle

chris jones, 

physical graffiti



sofie simpson, karma collective piotr gie, rock 'n' roll tattoo

lio, iron ink (france)



lila way, true grit tattoos (canada)

boris, boris tattoo (hungary)

myke chambers,  northern liberty tattoo (usa) mister paterson, scratchline tattoo

dave platts,

plus 48 tattoo

mikey thompson, 

adorn tattoo
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Never miss an issue
delivered direct to your door

Option 1 Call our subscriptions hotline on 
0800 917 8794 and set up a direct 
debit for £10.50 per quarter (£42 per year) 
and recieve 12 issues for the price of 10 
(For UK residents only)

Option 2 Subscribe securely online at 
www.totaltatttoo.co.uk
and recieve 12 issues for the price of 11 
Subscription rates: UK £46.20
Europe £88 • Rest of World £125
(UK and Overseas Residents)

Available in EVERY newsagent
Simply ask you local newsagent to order
you a copy every month.

£15inc P&P

Designed by Al Pachanka 
Black on White & White on Black 
Available in all sizes:
S, M, L, XL, XXL
From:
www.totaltatttoo.co.uk
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If
you are looking for colourful realism-based tattoos

then the Budapest Tattoo Convention is the one for

you. Every year in February fans of this genre join many

of the most inventive artists within it, at this lively show. I

think its fair to say that the people of Hungary like a decent

party! For all of these reasons, the fourth Budapest convention

(as always held in the Lurdy Haz shopping complex) maintains

its place as one of the most attractive get-togethers for

European tattoo fans.

Having said all of that, tattooing still has a rather seedy reputation in Hungary; the older

generation still thinks it has negative associations. For younger people who do enjoy tattooing,

the economic situation in the country has left them with little to no spare cash to get ink, or

even to attend a tattoo convention! Many talented young artists end up leaving in search of

opportunities, and moving to other countries such as Germany, Austria or the UK. Some have

returned to open shops, usually in the capital, but many are still living abroad.

With these harsh social and economic realities, what can a convention promoter do if he puts on

a great show, featuring the best artists in the country, offers great entertainment and a well

stocked bar, but still can’t get enough visitors through the door? This was the question that

Jimmy of Crime Ink in Budapest, who puts on this slick production, had to ponder. So he put on

his thinking cap, and came up with the solution of cutting the entry fee radically. This year’s price

on the door was 1000 Forint, which comes to about three pounds. And boy did it have a good

result!

budapest tattooconvention
Text and Photos: Travellin’ Mick

On Saturday afternoon the queue to get into the event halls reached halfway through the

shopping centre: past several bars, restaurants, toy shops, a supermarket and an (excellent)

foreign exchange booth. Altogether, around 5000 visitors made their way into the convention

to admire outstanding tattoos, mostly done by artists from their own country. There were a

few foreign artists, mostly from other neighboring lands. From Croatia, there was Zvaki

(Anubis Tattoo) as well Zele from Zagreb, who is actually putting on his own show in the

Croatian capital in May for the second time. He is one of the oldest working modern

tattooists in the entire Balkans, and an expert at Celtic knot work patterns.

But mostly the stalls - and the stage during the contests - belonged to the hordes from

Hungary itself. It was a pleasure to see pioneers like Zsolt Sarközi or Sandor Nyiri

supporting newer artists who have often trained in their shops. 

A few of names to keep an eye on are Zsofia Beltecky from Invictus, who attracted many

admirers, with her graceful and enigmatic work which is executed with remarkable technical

skill. Also comic specialist Zsolt Kelemen and Mad Joe. The latter managed to win the highly

converted Best Realistic trophy at the contest: quite an achievement in a country where

tattoo work really focuses on this particular discipline.

Plenty of bar space, a well-balanced entertainment program, and lots of happy people makes

Budapest a show that will maintain its reputation as a true party convention and well worth

considering for a visit, especially if realism is your thing.

1. by den yakovlev, 

negative karma (russia) 

2. unusual location: a shopping centre

3. by tamas ikits, 

grinning fool (hungary)

4. by den yakovlev, 

negative karma (russia) 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.

7.

8.

9. 10.

6.



5. by lehel nyeste, 
perfect chaos (hungary)

6. by laszlo bokos (hungary) 
7. by tamas ikits, 

grinning fool (hungary)
8. by peter csörz (on the road) 
9. by iwan yug (russia) 
10. by hami, inkfest
11. by robert borbas, 

dark art tattoo (hungary)
12. by lehel nyeste, 

perfect chaos (hungary)
13 - 14, by zsolt kelemen, 

invictus tattoo (hungary)
15. by brigi kis 

11.

13. 14. 15.

12.
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16. 18.

17.

19. 20.
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16 -17. by györgy benedek, 
el camino studio (hungary)

18. by korky, svk 
19. by zsofi beltecky, 

invictus tattoo, (hungary)
20. by james, 

james tattoo art (hungary)
21. by james, 

james tattoo art (hungary)
22. by adam molnar, 

painbrush tattoo
23. by dejan, slo 
24. by dmitry samohin, 

odessa (ukraine) 
25. by joci toth (on the road)

21.

24.

25.

22. 23.
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Tom O'Halloran, Holy Cow Tattoo
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU. UK
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Y
ou only have to put Keelan
Phillips’ name into google, then
click on any number of the clips

that will pop up and you will almost
instantly understand why he is
considered one of the most innovative
flatland BMX riders in the world, and
has been for the past 15 years. His
riding has taken him all over the world
and after well over a decade he’s still a
driving force in the sport. 

We asked the award-winning photographer Rick

Nunn to pay him a visit and as you can see here, the

results are stunning. Then a few days later Keelan

found some space in his crazy schedule to have a

chat with little old me.

So what’s your average day like?

Well, I do a lot of Demos on my bike at schools and

corporate events, as well as for TV. I’ve made my

living doing it full time now for about the last six

years. I consider myself very lucky, but I do work very

hard at it.  

How did you get in to flatland? 

Like most people I used to ride around as a kid. A

few of us had BMX’s. We just used to mess around,

but you would always want to be better than your

mates, and we just ended up pushing each other. I

always wanted to be different to them though, so I

started to try some flatland tricks. I got the hang of

them and that got the ball rolling.

What is the fundamental driving force 

for you?

The most important thing is to be creative

when you ride. If all you do are the same

tricks other people are doing, and you don’t

try and leave your mark on the sport, then

essentially you’re just a follower. I don’t want

to be like that at all. If I can create a trick that

nobody else has done before and then land

it on film that is one of the best feelings. I’ve

won quite a few awards, but I’ll take

innovation over competition any time.

Sometimes that can happen by

accident and you just kind of fall

into a new trick or it can be the

total opposite. You can see it in your

head, then you just have to build it up. Some

tricks I can do almost straight away, and with others

it’s taken me months to get the hang of them. That’s

what really got me noticed in the BMX world and in

the early days.

Social media has welcomed extreme sports with

open arms; how has that worked for you?

When I first started you could only upload clips onto

random websites. Now YouTube has blown

everything up. This year alone I have been hired to

go abroad and do some demos just off the back of

my videos on there. I never thought things like that

would happen; it’s just the way it’s panned out. I

didn’t have a master plan. I just kept working hard.



Has your role in Channels 4’s ‘Concrete

Circus’ changed things for you?

I learnt a lot from being on the show.

Since then I’ve put a lot more effort into

my videos and it’s really motivated me.

Now when I make a clip I want it to be

different to anything that people have seen

before. I love making pure action videos

but more recently I came up with an idea

with my friend Nathan Morris (who’s a

skater) to add some comedy to the videos.

It didn’t seem that people were really

pushing that side of things. And it’s taken

off. I think they’re funny… I’m not sure

what everyone else thinks. We’ve been

signed to a company called Epic TV and

we’re on our 5th episode; the series is

called ‘Something Creative’. It’s great to

just have a free rein to be silly. 

So how does tattooing fit into things

and what made you get started in the

first place?

I’d always wanted to get tattooed. My

Dad’s side of the family is from Northern

Ireland and that’s always been really

important, so I wanted the family name

tattooed on me. I waited a while but

eventually I took the plunge and got it

done on my ribs. I didn’t want to have

something little, so it’s pretty big. It was

the worst pain that I have ever

experienced in my life. But amazingly it

didn’t put me off. Of course before I had

that done I was only ever going to get one,

but once I got my first I was hooked, and

wanted more and more. 

I now get tattooed by Jason Birks, who

has a keen interest in BMX. I had done a

few demos at tattoo convention and he got

in touch and said that he really liked what I

was doing. I did a lot of research and

really liked his work, we got on great and

now he is really good mate. I can go to

him with an idea and he can be totally

honest and tell me if he thinks it’s not

going to work. It’s so important to find

somebody you trust and can chat to about

your ideas.  

The tattoos I have are all very personal;

they have a deep meaning to me. I’m yet

to go out and get something silly on a

whim, but I’m sure that will happen at

some point. Jason specialises in

Japanese so he had to go out of his

comfort zone with one of my arms, but I

have full faith in him. 

So what does the future hold?

Lots more demos, shows and travel. I

have a lot of ideas that I would like to start

working on this year. It would be great to

be behind the lens and start directing. I’m

also working with a company called Visive

Productions who made my biggest video

‘Bicycle Ballet’. I have the ideas for the

film, now it’s literally about location. We’re

always trying to get into spots where

nobody has been before... It’s just built

into me to push things forward. 
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scottish tattooconvention
In

recent years the spring has become a busy time for

tattoo shows in Britain. One of the highlights is our

now-traditional venture north of the border to the

Scottish Tattoo Convention. Firmly established at the end of

March it never fails to offer a warm Scottish welcome,

whatever the weather, as 170 artists from all over the world

descend on this capital city to work their magic and sample

the delights that this beautiful location has to offer. With its

stunning architecture and cobbled streets, Edinburgh’s

traditional charm and unique splendour are as big a draw as

the show itself.

This was the fourth outing for this show and the best yet. Every year things get a little more

relaxed as people get to know each other and that family vibe grows stronger. Familiar faces

that we only see at this event stop by for a chat and share a few moments before rushing off

to catch the entertainment provided on the main stage. Pedro returned once again to

compere the weekend’s proceedings and did a fine job in a balanced, warm and humorous

way. The entertainment was as varied as ever including the Miss Pin-Up beauty pageant,

Morrigan Hel and Stakatto Blue hula hooping her way into all our hearts, plus much more.

Live music was supplied by the Shiverin’ Sheiks and Daniel Reid.  All were well received by an

appreciative audience.

Artist numbers were up on previous years, with tattoo booths filling two large rooms,

divided by the entrance corridor which housed various traders and the all important bar

area. The cream of the crop from Scotland, Europe, and the rest of the world were in

attendance. The reputation of this show is beginning to grow, as regular artists bring their

fellow tattooists to sample its delights. Notable attractions were Horikitsune (Alex Reinke)

from the Horiyoshi family, Jim Miner from the USA, Clod the Ripper from Milan and Samoan

traditional artist Lawrence Ah Ching, along with realism supremo Cecil Porter, Frith Street’s

Stewart Robson and Valerie Vargas, Jason Butcher and Lianne Moule from Immortal Ink, to

name but a few... The list goes on and every artist working was handpicked and ‘top drawer.’

Words: Perry Rule 
Pictures: Perry Rule and James Sandercock

1. 2.

3.

4. 5.

6.
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1. show organiser jim with son rowan

2. by raquel, jolie rouge

3. by spacey, spacey’s bizarre ink

4. by emma sweeney, custom inc

5. morrigan hel

6. richie clarke from forever true tattooing scott smith

7. by fabian langes, clockwork tattoo (italy) 

8. by valerie vargas, frith st tattoo

9. by ed staples, den of iniquity tattoo parlour

10. miss pin-up pageant

11. by bry prow, idle hands tattoo parlour

12. by peter hall, evil needle

13. by jody dawber, picture house tattoo studio

7. 8. 9.

10.

11.

12. 13.
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Always popular at the Scottish show are the

tattoo competitions, which take place on the

stage throughout the weekend. As you would

expect with such an impressive line-up of

artists working this show, the pieces entered

were all of a very high standard.

The venue itself, which was built in 1910 for

the purpose of farmers trading grain, bore

witness over this weekend to trading of a

different kind, with all manner of goodies and

trinkets on display to tempt the punters to

part with their multicoloured currency. The

ladies from Miss Dixiebelle were back to offer

fantastic vintage hairdos, and for the

gentlemen Safehands barbers from Glasgow

came across to offer the chance of completing

that ‘beardo hipster’ look, with a quick short

back and sides.

Last but not least the Dr Marten store in the

city donated fifteen pieces of apparel for

customisation by the same number of

tattooists. The items were displayed over the

weekend and raffled on the Sunday afternoon

to raise funds for local homeless charity Fresh

Start. Tickets were £1 a pop and some good

folk headed home with a little bit of tattoo

history. 

Every year this show gets a little slicker, and

the artist list gets a little longer, as it continues

to grow in popularity. That perfect blend of

quality artists and great entertainment in one

of the world’s most beautiful cities is

irresistible. I for one cannot wait for next

year’s outing.

14. 15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

14. jeremy justice

15. by jeremy justice (usa)

16. by charlotte ross, aurora tattoo

17. by manuel winkler, 

clockwork tattoo (italy)

18. by sneaky mitch, dock street tattoo

19. swing your pants

20. by kerry hutchinson, 

crossroads tattoo

21. amanda, alzone tattoo

22. alex ‘horikitsune’ reinke, horiyoshi III

23. dr martens raffle

24. by dave fox, true hand society (usa)

25. by dave fox, true hand society (usa)

26. by rigzi, custom inc

27. safehands barbers

28. by matt lambdin, 

the ironclad tattoo co (usa)



20. 21. 22.

23.

24. 25. 26.

27. 28.
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29. by iain mullen,

imperial tattoo (sweden)

30-32. by billy hay, 

custom inc

33. by marcus maguire, 

custom inc

34. chris crooks, 

white dragon

35. by cecil porter 

36. by jason butcher, 

immortal ink

37. by joe frost, oddfellows 

tattoo collective

38. miss dixiebelle 

hair dressers

39. by alex rattray, 

red hot and blue

40. by neil dransfield, 

inspirations tattoo

41. by samuele briganti,

drum tattoo (italy)

42. by greg, mr gregs tattoo

43. by emma kierzek, 

aurora tattoo

44. by jason zig zag, 

red hot and blue

45. stakatto blue

46. by a d pancho, rock ‘n’ roll
47. by alex mad crow, 

porky royale (sweden)

48. by gunnar foley, 

imperial tattoo (sweden)

49-50. dr martens project

29. 30.

32.

33.

34. 35.

37.

38.

36.

31.
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39. 40.

42. 43. 44.

45.

46.

47.

49. 50.

48.

41.
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51. 52. 53.

54. 55.

56.

57.

58.

51. by tamas, studio 52

52. by dave fox,

true hand society (usa)

53. by ash, physical graffiti

54-56. by marcin,

inkdependent

57. by adriaan machete,

machete death gallery

(germany)

58. by gunnar foley, 

imperial tattoo 

(sweden)
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Yliana Paolini was first brought to my attention by our
own social media guru, Emma Whittaker, when

she instructed me in no uncertain terms to
“talk to this amazing young tattooist”. Of
course I did as I was told, and what a
pleasure it was. This beautiful young South
American artist has recently relocated to

England from her home in Venezuela. Her
tattoos combine super illustrative construction

with subtly blended bold colours; this winning combination enables
her to create elegant tattoos that will last a lifetime.

Yliana is a classically trained Architect. She graduated after studying for six years at
University and then worked for two years as an architect in Venezuela. Unfortunately this
experience did not live up to her expectations: “It is a very difficult area to establish your
name in, so I ended up working for another guy, which was not great. Architecture is a
beautiful career and I am very glad that I was involved with it. I learnt so much, but it
demands such complete dedication. I had started tattooing in my spare time and that just
felt really cool. I kind of drifted across to it. Like so many things in life there was not a
clear-cut decision from one day to the next; it gently happened over time.”

Words by Perry Rule • Pictures by Yliana
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So what was the catalyst that made Yliana put
away the draftsman’s board and pick up the
tattoo machine? “I was talking with a friend in
a bar, who had a machine, and he asked me to
tattoo him. It came out ok, so the next week I
bought some inks, a machine and slowly I
began tattooing. It just happened.” After this
tentative start, initially working from her
house, she decided to travel to Hungary to stay
with her boyfriend who had told her of a studio
that was looking for an apprentice. For the
next eight months she studied hard and worked
alongside James at Celtic Moon in Budapest.
“He taught me a lot, although he did not speak
too much English. James allowed me to watch
everything he did, and I just soaked it up like a
sponge.”
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After leaving Hungary Yliana returned to her
native Venezuela to spend a further year
perfecting her art before moving to Marion
Thill’s influential Luxembourg Studio, One
More Tattoo. She settled here for more than
two years, and tells me that “I learnt a lot at
that studio: they had some amazing artists. 
I would watch how they did their tattoos, and
work out the best way to create a certain effect.
Then I could incorporate that technique into
my own work. You can learn so much from
really watching.”

That was five years ago now, and Yliana’s
natural talent and ability is evident by the
advances she has made in such a short period
of time. “When I started, my work was very
much in the Hungarian style: similar to
painting with rich colours and bold strokes.
Now I am looking into other ways of
constructing my tattoos. I don’t feel that I have
a unique look to my designs at the moment,
but I am trying to develop that.” I have to
disagree here; Yliana’s work is already quite
unique, and for me does not easily fit into any
of the traditional tattoo categories.

I wanted to know if she now felt settled in the
world of tattooing? “I am at the moment, but I
would like to get involved with something
within music. I like to be constantly moving. I
really love tattooing and I can’t see myself
ever stopping, but I don’t want be doing it
eight hours a day, for years on end. I think that
would be too much for me. When I go to sleep
I am constantly thinking of tattooing, which
can become so stressful.”
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Like many modern day tattooists, Yliana prefers to design custom pieces. She will spend hours re-
drawing a customer’s basic design into one of her unique and beautiful creations if that’s what it
takes.  “I don’t like to say ‘no’ to customers, but I have to be strong, otherwise I would be doing
crappy designs all the time. So many people come to me with the same idea, and I have to try to
talk them out of it, or I have to refuse to tattoo them. When I was in Hungary a lot of people
would ask for realistic designs. When I was in Venezuela I did a lot of different things and I had
more freedom. As time goes by I think I will get more freedom as my work develops.”

Yliana’s commitment to tattooing is not in question, but to get to this point she has questioned its
purpose and merit... Why be a tattooist, what good does it do? “I was thinking to myself, why do I
do this thing, what is the goal? I’m not helping anybody, I’m not improving humanity or
contributing to anything.” Fairly heavy objectives, but after much soul searching she has come to
a conclusion she is happy with. “If I do a great tattoo and people see it, it might change some of
the stereotypes. Maybe people will look at tattooing and people with tattoos differently. So I have
convinced myself that I am doing something positive and projecting something good.”
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This positivity is particularly required in
Yliana’s native Venezuela, where tattooing is
still very much frowned upon, although she
does assure me that things are slowly
beginning to change ‘Even my mother did not
like it when she heard I was tattooing. She
would tell people “no, no she is still an
architect” but now it is ok. A beautiful tattoo
can help to open people’s minds… a little.”

Yliana is now enjoying the freedom that
tattooing has given her: “I have always wanted
to travel and tattooing has made that
possibility a reality. I carry my equipment
wherever I go and so far I have not had any
problems. I have the freedom to choose where
I work, when and for whom.” In terms of her
own work she sees herself as being very much
at the beginning of her journey through the
world of tattoo. At the moment she has no real
plan or direction in mind and is just happy to
see where tattooing will take her, and based on
her progress so far it could be a long way.

ylianapaolini@gmail.com
www.ylianapaolini.com
Ig: ylianapaoliniart
FB: yliana paolini art
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Picture House Tattoo Studio
17 Market Place, Chippenham, SN15 3HW 
01249 655521
www.picturehousetattoostudio.com
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To find out about our special

offers for display adverts, email

advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 

Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk,

NR7 0AU, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK

CONVENTIONS

May 11

Somerset Tattoo
Convention
Blake Hall, St Saviours Avenue,

Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 3NZ

May 17-18

Liverpool 
Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place,

Liverpool, Merseyside, L3 5UL

Tel: 0151 709 0479

www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 24-25

The 4th International
Northern Ireland 
Tattoo Convention
Ulster Hall, Belfast

Facebook.com/nitattoo.convention

ww.nitattoo.co.uk

May 24-25

Leeds International
Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall, adjacent to Royal

Armouries Museum, Leeds

Tel 07787 420244

enquiries.lite@gmail.com

www.leedstattooexpo.com

May 24-25
‘Ink & Oil Tattoo and
Art Convention’.
The East of England Showground, 
Peterborough, 
Cambridgeshire PE2 6XE
www.hotrodandcustomshow.co.uk

June 7-8

Croydon Tattoo
Convention
Fairfield Halls, Park Lane, Croydon,

Surrey CR9 1DG,

www.croydontattooconvention.com/

June 7-8

Northampton
International 
Tattoo Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,

Northampton, NN5 5BG

www.northamptoninternationaltattooco

nvention.com

Tel:01604 949958

June 7-8

Reading Tattoo
Convention
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Richfield

Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER

Tel 0118 959 0700 or 0118 959 8616

readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk

www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, 

Weston Super Mare

www.inkfest.co.uk

June 14

North East Tattoo Expo
ARC, Stockton Arts Centre, 

Dovecot Street Stockton-on-Tees

TS18 1LL 

www.facebook.com/northeasttattooexpo

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, 

North Yorkshire YO23 1EX

www.inkforheroes.co.uk

inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

July 12-13

Milton Keynes 
Tattoo Expo
Stadium MK, Stadium Way West, 

Milton Keynes, MK1 1ST 

Tel 01908 604201

www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 19-20

Cardiff Tattoo & 
Toy Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel

24-26 Newport Road, Cardiff, 

CF24 0DD

info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 26-27

Portsmouth Tattoo
Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall,

Portsmouth, Hampshire

www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 15-17

Titanic International 
Tattoo Convention
Titanic Building Belfast

1 Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter

Belfast BT3 9EP,

www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconv

entionbelfast14

August 16-17

Dundee 
Tattoo Convention
Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell Street,

Dundee, Angus DD1 1HP, Scotland

http://dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 16-17

Norwich Body Art
Festival
The Open Youth Venue, 20 Bank Plain,

Norwich, Norfolk NR2 4SF

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

September 5-7

The 2nd International
Deaf Tattoo Convention
St. John’s Deaf Community Centre

258 Green Lanes, Manor House,

London, N4 2HE

www.deaf-tattoo.com

September 14

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly, Spencer Street,

Warwickshire CV31 3NF

www.femaletattooshow.co.uk/

September 26-28

London Tattoo
Convention
Tobacco Dock

Porters Walk, London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 25-26

Tattoo Royale
Harrogate International Centre

King’s Rd, Harrogate, 

North Yorkshire HG1 5LA

www.tattooroyale.co.uk

Nov 7-9

Jurassic Coast Tattoo
Convention
Premier Inn, Westover Road,

Bournemouth, Dorset

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade,

Llandudno LL30 1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

April 11-13

Frankfurt International
Tattoo Convention
Fairground Frankfurt, Theodor-Heuss-

Allee 3

60486 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

www.convention-frankfurt.de/joom/

April 25-27

4th International Nepal
Tattoo Convention
Yak and Yeti Hotel

www.nepaltattooconvention.com

www.facebook.com/NepalTattoo

April 30-May 1

Amsterdam Tattoo
Convention

RAI Amsterdam

Europaplein 1078 GZ Amsterdam 

The Netherlands

http://amsterdam.tattooexpo.eu/nl/2014

May 30-1June

2nd Kerry International
Tattoo Convention
Gleneagle Hotel, Muckross Road,

Killarney, Co.Kerry. Ireland 

www.kerrytattooconvention.ie

June 13-15

14th Valencia Tattoo
Convention
Expo Hotel Valencia, Avd. Pio
X114
www.valenciatattooconvention.com

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo
Expo
Sibiu, Romania

www.tattooexpo.ro

www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

June 27-29

15th Midleton Tattoo
Convention
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Cork,

Ireland

August 1-3

Berlin Internationale 
Tattoo Convention
Eichenstr.6  12435 Berlin

www.tattoo-convention.de

September 5-7

22nd Annual Meeting of
the Marked
Monroeville Convention Center,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or 

email tattootim@me.com

www.meetingofthemarked.com

September 13-14

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road,

Galway, Ireland Ireland

email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

November 2

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9

International Brussels
Tattoo Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/
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The one 
and only

Jime
Litwalk

Lab Monkey

Soap
The crazy
talent of...

Roman 
Warwink

Tattoo 

Conventions

Frankfurt Tattoo Convention

Tattoo Extravaganza, Portsmouth

Ink & Iron

The worlds  
best tattoo art

The Human
Rights Project

Whats in a word?

Slawomir
Nitschke

Psychedelic
and surreal

Marisa

Kakoulas
words of wisdom
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A glimpse of what the future holds!
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Roman Warwink
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Tommy Fiendish

Human Rights Project

Stawomir  Nitschke



What makes you happy? 

Grabbing Perry’s (from Total Tattoo) testicles

at the London Tattoo convention and watching

him jump a few feet into the air... Aye, the

memories. Got to remember in future not

allowed to touch Perry... Ha ha :)

What makes you angry?

Perry getting his own back while my head was

in an upside down jar at the Tattoo Tea party,

making me look a little silly in front of Toni

Wooff and Emz Wilson.

What was the last book you read? 

Doll Parts by Wayne Simmons. He’s an

absolutely cracking writer; for those into

bloodthirsty zombie women or seriously

tooled up Irish fruit loops, it’s a must.

What was the last movie you saw? 

The Lego Movie and it was AWESOME. You

can’t ever grow up if you’re surrounded by

Lego, Star Wars, superheroes and ink.

What pets do you have? 

I had terrapins once and a house rabbit. And I

have a dead crow on my wall. 

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth? 

Anything but seafood (excluding sushi, I love

sushi). I can’t stand seafood. 

What’s your funniest tattoo story?

Tattooing barbwire around my own John

Thomas. Jack Daniels helped a bit but the

underside fecking hurt. Plus you have to be a

contortionist.

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

A lottery ticket and some form of ice cream...

Probably a coffee as well. I don’t really need

anything fancy. It just collects dust anyway.

What is the favourite tattoo that

you have done and why? 

Again a tough one as I have a few. It’s the one I

did at the Tattoo Tea Party. I’m afraid Mug Shot

isn’t long enough for me to list the reason

why, but let’s just say it had a lot of personal

value.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life?

Charlie Hunnam (aka Jax Teller in Sons of

Anarchy). He stole my look, my pose and my

wink. So he might as well be me in a movie of

me!

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

Family by Noah Gundersen. not many people

have heard of him but he’s an awesome folksy

style singer songwriter.

What achievement are you most

proud of? 

Going to Cyprus and finding my kids. I was

Indiana Jones for the day: I got attacked by a

snake, followed by wild dogs, trekked through

mountains almost got in to a scrap or two. It

was a fun day and my first time ever out of the

country.

What would your super power be? 

To be the best at whatever I was doing at that

time. So if I’m fighting enemies, all of a sudden

I’m the best fighter in the universe.

What is your biggest regret? 

You haven’t got a magazine big enough, lol .

Mostly losing someone by my own stupidity.

You learn from your mistakes.

What keeps you awake at night?

Right now toothache, but normally insomnia

and coffee, so now I don’t drink coffee after

seven unless of course I want to stay up. I

don’t like my dreams…

Any new exciting news you would

like to share?

I have a small part in a movie coming up soon

- that should be fun - and I’ve just been

sponsored by Killer Ink tattoo supplies.

From your own personal collection

what is your favourite Tattoo?

Oooohhhh that’s a tough one, I’ll come back

to it… right I’m back... It’s got to be my

barbed wire, and also the rose Marcus Ottner

did to cover my ex’s lips up on my neck. 

What is the best lesson life has

taught you? 

Treat people how they treat you. Treating

them how you would like to be treated

doesn’t work.

How would you like to be

remembered? 

As a thorn in your side.

Finish this sentence: Duane is… 

still hoping that having a little faith works

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Duane Robinson
Illumin-eye Tattoo
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